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Tramper has a new Editor 

Our gratitude and thanks to Chris Maher who stepped in at short notice and 

did a wonderful job with Tramper  magazine. Jeanette Prier is your new 

editor. 
 
Jeanette has lived in Wanganui for nine years and has been tramping with 
the club for three years. 
 
It is timely to review the magazine’s format. No major changes are planned 
but we could reduce costs by limiting page numbers. For a start, we can 
avoid repetition and transfer some items to sep-
arate guideline manuals and as well publish on 
the website. 
 
From now on, please email all contributions to 
Jeanette at j.prier@paradise.net.nz 
 
No email? Handwritten contributions are  
perfectly acceptable. We’d like to see more gen-
eral items too, snippets you think would be 
amusing and interesting. 

The opinions expressed and articles published in ‘The Wanganui Tramper’ are not  

necessarily the views of the Wanganui Tramping Club Inc. 
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The months are hurtling by and we are fast approaching that time of 

year where life can get a bit out of kilter. With summer trips to look 

forward to, hopefully sanity will prevail and we can relax and enjoy 

our beautiful outdoors. 

 

These last three months seem to have been a time of change: 

 

 Firstly a new editor for our Tramper.  We wish Jeanette well as she 

takes on this (to me, daunting) task.  A wonderful new club website is 

up and running, fresh and so 'alive'. Then there is the improved  

Facebook page. Thank you to those people who have helped make this 

happen. 

 

We have more members helping to share the challenges and  

responsibilities of leading tramps. Please support and assist them as 

they learn the ropes. 

 

Our club hut, Mangaturuturu, has had attention of late. The closing-in 

of the veranda (to keep the possums out) will have many benefits, one 

of which is creating another sheltered cooking area. 

The Memorandum of Understanding has changed and this will be  

explained further by the Ohakune DoC representative Paul Carr at our 

November club night. 
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Then there is FMC's proposed Affiliation Fee increase. There has 

been no increase since 1996! 

 

Finally, our thoughts are with our club members and the families 

who are currently coping with illness of their loved ones. 

 

In Val‟s absence, I wish you many happy and safe hours in the  

outdoors. 

 

Margret McKinnon, 

Acting President 
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Pleased to Meet You! 
New Members 
Andrea Bunn, John & Jan Dunphy, Jill Richardson,  
Isobel Kelly, Bevan Chilcott, Peter Funicane,Jan & 
Wayne Ruby, John Smith 

 

Our membership database needs to have the  
correct information so we can keep our members 
informed and up to date. 
 If there are any changes to your contact details 
please let Barbara Gordon (membership, ph 348 
9149) or Dorothy Symes (treasurer, ph 345 7039) 
know as soon as possible. 

Copy for the  
February 2017 Issue of the  

Wanganui Tramper  
to the Editor by  

January 16th 2017 
(Earlier appreciated!) 

Thank You! - Jeanette 

Club Nights  
Club Nights are held on the first Wednesday of each month 

(except January). Meetings are held 
in the Hunters & Deerstalkers Hall, 100  Peat Street at 7-30pm 

 
Club Night Programme 

For details of the Club Night programme please see either              
“Billy Tea’s” column in the Wanganui Midweek newspaper (generally the 

week before)   
or the “Club Notices & AGMs” notices in the Wanganui Chronicle  
on the Monday or Tuesday before Club Night. All are welcome 
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  Club Activities 

MIDWEEK 

Wednesdays:  A more challenging midweek day tramp is offered weekly, planned by 

rostered leaders. The coordinator is: 

Margret McKinnon 344 3899, email mjmckinnon@xtra.co.nz 

 

Thursdays:  A tramp every second Thursday.  No bush bashing, 

generally over better tracks and a little easier. Planned and led by Earle Turner.  

Coordinated by:  

Barbara Gordon 348 9149, email barbarajgordon@xtra.co.nz  
 

Coming months‟ Thursday trips will be on the following dates: 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TT2’s (the second Thursday walk):  Alternate Thursday mornings. 

Leader Carolyn Shingleton 347 7644 will advise the meeting 

place and time.  Easy, ideal for the more senior member / 

recovering from injury / or for that extra walk with companions. 

 

 

WEEKENDS 

Overnight/multi-day tramps are advertised in 

Tramper along with the leader‟s contact details. 

 

 

 

 

Weekend DAY Tramps:  Ask to be on the email list if you are interested in Saturday 

or Sunday day trips.  Contact Dorothy Symes 345 7039 

   

                

Mountain biking:  Mountain bike trips are held from time to 

time.  Enquiries to Mark Kennedy  343 1135 or 027 757 1888 

 

 Tuesday Biking (BOMBS): Depart from the I-Site 9.00am 

Tuesdays. Ask to be on the email list. Contact  

Barbara Gordon 348 9149. 

November 3 & 17 December 1 &15 

January  12 & 26 February 9 & 23 
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Tramping Trips 
Confirming your place 
For ALL trips, you must phone the leader to confirm your place on 
the trip. For day trips the latest you can phone the leader is 7pm the 
night before the trip. For weekend trips phone by Wednesday 
 evening. 
 
What you will need 
Good waterproof clothing including leggings or over-trousers is  
necessary. Woolen balaclava or hat and suitable mittens or gloves are 
essential for mountain trips. 
   You should carry your own immediate first aid supplies. Check 
with the leader for more details of what is required for the trip. Take 
lunches for each day, and your drink requirements, plus emergency 
chocolate, sweets and/or scroggin. On overnight (s) trips, all other 
food is supplied by the leader. 
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Rules For Those Leading Tramps  
 

The destination and brief location, plus the list of participants, is to 

be placed on the notice board at the club rooms before leaving. 

These details must also be emailed to the four PLB contacts: 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Need help? We have a list template – ask Barbara or Dorothy.   

For leaders without computers/email, phone details to  

Barbara 348 9149 or Dorothy 345 7039.   

 

November 2016 to February 2017 Club Activities 
              Note:  Trip cost estimates are based on 8 cents per kilometre 

 

Nov 3-9 Upper Hutt            Jan Pavarno 344 7574 

Thurs-Wed The Upper Hutt area boasts a lot of tramping opportunities. 

Margaret has lined up a number of day walks in the Belmont and 

Kaitoke regional parks. Trip is full but you can go on waiting list. 

Easy  Cost to be estimated 

 

Nov 5-6 Penn Creek Hut   Shane McCulloch  021 614 753 

Sat-Sun We haven't been to Penn Creek hut in the Tararua for a while and 

it's associated with hair-raising moments crossing horrendous slips. 

Shane assures us there will be none of that on his trip as he is going 

in and returning via Field hut. Penn Creek is a standard six bunk hut 

in an attractive location. 

Mod/fit Approx cost $27 + hut fees 

 

Nov 5 or 6 Rimutaka Rail Trail   Sue Campion  345 0204 

Sat or Sun After choosing the better day weatherwise we‟ll leave at 7am for 

the 2½ to 3 hour drive to the Hutt Valley end of the track in one 

van, and the Featherston end in a second van. This is an 18km 

crossover walk (about five hours walking) which requires a 
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reasonable level of fitness due to the length rather than the terrain. 

The track takes us through several former railway tunnels, so wear 

good boots and carry a torch. Wet weather gear is essential.  

Mod  Approx cost $40 

 

Nov 9  Trips meeting    Brian Sixtus  342 4843 

Wed Time to look at trips for March, April and May, folks. Brian is  

 waiting by the phone for ideas. Or come along and share them at  

 7 Wairere Rd at 7.30pm. 

 

Nov 12-13 Pine-clearing    Ridgway Lythgoe  348 7507 

Sat-Sun Another marvellous weekend wandering the amazing volcanic 

landscape of Tongariro National Park, camping in beech forest and 

 eating fabulous food! Pine-clearing sounds a chore but it's really 

one of the best outings on our tramping calendar. Rangitikei  

 Tramping Club will join us. 

Mod  Free!  

 

Nov 19 or 20 Turakina Beach    Mike Cole  344 7275 

Sat or Sun Walk up the beach in the sunshine for a couple of hours and back 

through the forest for some welcome relief in the shade. 

Easy  Approx cost $5 

 

Nov 26-27 Te Araroa Stage 10    Roger Kealey  348 8141 

Sat-Sun The final stage of Roger's Te Araroa experience from Palmerston 

North to Wellington takes the group from Mt Kaukau in 

Johnsonville into Wellington city. The trail goes right into the heart 

of the city so if the group is keen there may be a celebratory coffee 

at the end!  Overnight accommodation needs to be arranged so 

please give Roger expressions of interest as soon as possible. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated. 

 

Nov 26-29 Kaimanawa multi-day Basil and Tracey Hooper  346 5597 

Sat-Tues A four day Kaimanawa walk starting with the Te Iringa track to 

Oamaru Hut, Boyds Hut, Cascade Hut and back out to Clements 

Mill Road.  

Mod/fit Cost to be calculated. 

 

Dec 3  Kahui Hut and Beyond   Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Sat First we tramp to Kahui Hut in Egmont National Park and then 

Dave will take us up a good track above the hut to the herb fields 

and the tussock, where hopefully we can see some spring flowers. 

Great views, too. 

Mod  Approx cost $25 
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Dec 3  Mana Island    Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

Sat To visit this wonderful sanctuary near Wellington we need to leave 

Wanganui by 6am. $50 covers the cost of the return boat trip to Mana 

Island and the guided tour for the day. Strong footwear for the island 

tracks and clothes for all weathers. You will need to make commitment 

early as there are only so many spaces and it may not happen for  

 another year. Dorothy will keep in touch with the Mana organiser and 

keep those booking informed. 

Easy/mod Cost to be calculated. 

 

Dec 3-4 Possum Lodge Pre-Christmas  Brian Sixtus  342 4843 

Sat-Sun The last chance to visit our Raurimu lodge in 2016. A relaxing 

 weekend with some walking and then some pre-Christmas check up on 

Possum. New members and littlies particularly welcome. 

Easy  Approx cost $40 
 

Dec 10-11 Taumarunui Weekend   Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Sat-Sun Join us for two interesting tramps with the Taumarunui Tramping Club. 

On Saturday we climb Mt Tihia, near Turangi, an interesting walk 

through beautiful bush that varies quite dramatically from large trees to 

the sub-alpine scrub. On Sunday we move to Tongariro National Park 

for an off-track walk up the Wairere Stream from Taranaki Falls. Camp 

overnight at Taumarunui and join the TTC in their pre-Christmas BBQ. 

Mod  Cost to be calculated 
 

Dec 10 or 11 Waiaua Gorge Hut         Di Harries and Royce Johnson  343 2222 

Sat or Sun This hut in Egmont National Park has been a favourite location for club 

members for years. Join Diane and Royce on a walk through lush  

 native bush and over alpine lawns. On a clear day the hut offers  

 stunning views of the mountain. The leaders will choose the better day 

weatherwise.  

Easy/mod Approx cost $24 
 

Dec 17 or 18 Tararua circuit    Ridgway Lythgoe  348 7507 

Sat or Sun Join Ridgway on the classic Gable End-Waiopehu circuit in Tararua 

Forest Park. Either Saturday or Sunday, depending on the weather.  

Good fitness required. Opportunity for shorter option(s), if some people 

are interested. Depart 5.30am. 

Fit  Approx cost $18 
 

Dec 17 or 18 Ruapehu Flowers and Waterfalls  Basil Hooper  346 5597 

Sat or Sun Basil's tour de mountain was so popular last year that it's being 

  repeated. He'll lead a walk past a host of beautiful cascades and 

waterfalls, all timed to appreciate the buttercups and other alpine 

flowers.  

Mod  Approx cost $18 
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Dec 30 Cruising on the Awa with Esther    See page 19 

 

Dec 31  Beehive Creek    Sandra Rogers  348 7630 

Sat Enjoy the last outing of 2016 on a cruisy cafe trip with Sandra. She 

will take us along the picturesque Beehive Creek Walkway in the 

 Pohangina Valley, an easy creek walk. Bring extra money for a visit  

 to a cafe. 9am start. 

Easy  Cost to be calculated 

 

Jan 2  Castle Rock     Dave Scoullar  343 2836 

Mon Dave traditionally takes the first trip of the year and this time he's set 

his sights on Castle Rock, a fortress-like outcrop along the Kaimanawa 

Forest Park Walkway. If the day is clear we should get a magnificent 

view of Mt Ruapehu. The route is described as "relatively gentle". 

Easy/mod Approx cost $22 

 

Jan 7  Totara Reserve    Graeme Aitken  343 5063 

Sat The Totara Reserve is located on the Pohangina East Valley Road.  

This is an accessible example of native lowland forest for this area. 

There are views of the Ruahine Ranges and also the birdlife to enjoy. 

We will be doing the Fern Walk and the Pettifar & Gilchrest Loop. 

Easy  Cost to be calculated 

 

January 12 Paloma Gardens, Fordell Esther 347 8456 or  021 0288 2368 

Thurs The club has enjoyed the ambience of Paloma Gardens as the first  

 social event of the year. Walk around themed gardens.  Bring salads, 

plates, cutlery, drinks. The club will provide sausages.  Let leader 

know by 10 January.  Vans leave clubrooms at 5pm returning about 

9pm. 

Easy  Entry $5,  travel $2 - $3 

 

Jan 14-15 Blyth Hut   Dave Scoullar/Juliet Kojis  343 2836  

Sat-Sun Blyth Hut is tucked away on the southern flank of Mt Ruapehu, a short 

walk from the car park. A great place to chill out. Consider joining us 

with young fry at this magic spot in Tongariro National Park for the 

first overnighter of 2017. 

Easy  Approx cost $21 + hut fees 

 

Jan 14 or 15 Rewi Alley’s Cottage   Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

Sat or Sun To reach the cottage is a straight forward downhill walk into the  

 Moweawatea Valley, inland from Waverley. When last visited it was 

very hot. We have chosen an early summer day this time, which should 

be much cooler. It is a good tramp in native bush down to farmland and 

the historic cottage. Dorothy will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Easy/mod Approx cost $12 
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Jan 21-23 Tunnel Gully-Trains Hut   Brian Sixtus  342 4843 

Sat-Mon Wellington Anniversary gives the chance for a three day tramp and 

Brian will be going off track on the route being pioneered to Trains 

Hut. The team will camp out on the first night at Tunnel Gully and will 

overnight on the second night at Trains. A chance to explore some 

great back country on our back doorstep. 

Mod  Approx cost $22 + hut fees 
 

Jan 21, 22 Mikimiki Walkway    Barry Hopper  345 3969   

or 23  This is a lush native bush-clad track which has regenerated well after  

Sat, Sun  logging in the 1930s. It is a pleasant and well graded track, along a  

or Mon  river that follows old bush tramlines through the valley. Getting near 

the end of the day we will divert on to a loop track which presents with 

a magnificent stand of redwoods. Barry has a choice of three days and 

will pick the best one weatherwise. 

Easy  Approx cost $26 
 

Jan 28-29 Mt Taranaki Summit via Holly Hut           Mike Cole  344 7275       

         021 160 6875 

Sat-Sun Stay Saturday night at Holly Hut, then proceed up to summit and down 

to North Egmont on the Sunday keeping packs to minimal weight.  

 Others may want to just do the trip to the hut and back out via the same 

route in or maybe the Kokowai track . 

Mod/Semi-fit Approx cost $30 
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Jan 28-29 Possum Lodge New Members  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

Sat-Sun We make frequent trips to Possum Lodge, but this one is pitched at 

newer members and others who have not ever visited.  Bruce Thomas 

and Brian Sixtus are our respected caretakers and love to plan 

interesting weekend programmes. There are numerous options in the 

Raurimu area and Tongariro National Park. And if the weather is 

inclement Tokaanu hot pools are just down the road. 

Easy  Approx cost $40 

 

Feb 4-6 Aotuhia Boots 'n’ Bikes    Tracey Hooper  346 5597 

Sat-Mon Tracey has taken the team to Aotuhia Station, near the Matemateaonga 

Track in eastern Taranaki, a number of times before so she knows all 

the attractions. Whether you favour boots or bikes, this will be a great 

long weekend.  

Easy/mod Cost to be calculated 

 

Feb 4, 5 or 6 Tama Lakes     Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

Sat, Sun Starting near the Whakapapa visitor centre, the track crosses 

 or Mon undulating tussock country and alpine herb fields. On a clear day the 

Tama lakes show off their beautiful emerald colour. This walk is  

 regarded as a popular alternative walk to the better known Tongariro 

Crossing and is, in its own right, a great walk. Dorothy chooses best 

day weatherwise. 

Mod Approx cost $25 

 

Feb 11-12 Mt Kaukau to Red Rocks   Roger Kealey  348 8141 

Sat-Sun Roger will lead this walk along the Wellington skyline starting at Mt 

Kaukau in Johnsonville and finishing at Red Rocks on the southwest 

coast of Wellington. The group will take the van to Porirua and travel 

by train to Johnsonville, returning to Porirua by bus and train for the 

stay overnight at Elsdon Camp. On Sunday they will decide on a plan - 

either walking locally, shopping or sightseeing!  Please give Roger 

expressions of interest as soon as possible so he can book the  

 accommodation. 

Mod/fit Cost: Approx $28 van + bus and train for non-Gold Card holders + $25 

accommodation 

 

Feb 11 or 12 Old Coach Road    Frances Gibbons  345 8952 

Sat or Sun This tramp nestled near Tongariro National Park is such a favourite it's 

on the list again. The old and the new viaducts have an endless  

 fascination and we can be treated to a train passing by in that beautiful 

backdrop, if we happen to be there at the right time. Enough bookings 

for this can result in a crossover. Frances will choose the better day 

weatherwise. 

Easy  Approx cost $17 
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 Feb 18-19 Turangi Tramps   Margret McKinnon   344 3899 

Sat-Sun Waihaha Cycle Trail to Lake Taupo. Approx 22kms return. Private 

accommodation at Omori on Saturday night. On Sunday we climb  

 Urchin trig, a climb that can be rewarded with great views. 

Mod  Approx cost $40 

 

Feb 18-19 Red Rock/Mangaturuturu   Brian Sixtus  342 4843 

Sat-Sun Destination Mangaturutu Hut for a great weekend in our wonderful 

valley with Brian. But wait, there's more - visiting the mythical Red 

Rock. Brian says that “having found the rock with Basil, it's time to 

take others in to see it."  Whether you're a rock hunter or not, you will 

find a lot to like on this trip into a delightful part of Tongariro National 

Park.  

Easy/mod Approx cost $23 

 

Feb 25-26 Kime Hut 2     Bruce Thomas  345 6532 

Sat-Sun Bruce's ambition to visit the newish Kime Hut in the Tararua was 

thwarted last February when the Otaki Gorge Road was closed. But 

he's willing to give it another crack. A classic bush and tops trip to a 

location which provides great views of Wellington and the harbour. 

Mod/fit Approx cost $28 + hut fees 
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Feb 25 or 26 Rangipo Hut     Andy Beck  343 2970  

Sat or Sun Having done this track twice this year, once in deepish snow and 

the most recent on a perfect day with no snow whatsoever, what 

will we be served up with this time? Rangipo hut is accessed from 

the Tukino ski fields side of Mt Ruapehu. Enjoy dramatic boulder 

and rock formations alongside the upper reaches of the Whangaehu 

River. Andy will choose the better day weatherwise. 

Easy/mod Approx cost $23 

 

November 2016 Quiz 

1. How many permanent glaciers are there on Mt Ruapehu - 8, 18, 

28? 

2. Does the weather pattern known as El Nino cause wet weather on 

our west or east coast? 

3. We like to walk the Old Coach Rd from Horopito because it is 

higher than Ohakune. How much higher - 150m, 170m or 200m? 

4. The Murchison Mountains are in which national park? 

5. Which country has more native forest - NZ or Japan? 

6. Where would you find the Great Taste Trail, a new cycleway and 

walkway? 

7. In Maori mythology, what was the first part of the North Island to 

emerge when Maui pulled it as a giant fish from the ocean? 

8. What is the length of tracks maintained by DoC - over 10,000km, 

over 12,000km or over 14,000km? 

9. Name the largest of genus pittosporum in NZ 

10. With some 70 huts in the area behind this town, it has been called 

the Backcountry Hut Capital of NZ. Name the town. 

 

 

QUIZ ANSWERS Page 23 
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Concluding our missing aircraft series ...  
 

FIVE AIRCRAFT CRASHES IN EGMONT PARK 

  There are five recorded air crashes in Egmont National Park. The 

first was a Gypsy Moth, which crashed into the Pouakai Ranges in 

September 1934. In October 1942 a RNZAF Airspeed Oxford  

twin-engine bomber flew into the Pouakai Ranges, killing four - the 

wreckage not being found until January 1974. An Avro Anson bomb-

er crashed into the side of Mt Taranaki in September 1944,  

killing two, and a month later a Venturer bomber also hit the  

mountain, killing the five men aboard. 

   Even with the rise in pilot use of GPS navigation in recent times, 

weather conditions still claim the occasional aircraft. In November 

2004 pilot Wayne Philip Stratford and his passenger, John Colin 

Hoskin, of Nelson, died when their Piper Seneca hit the crater. 

  Bad weather frustrated attempts to send police and rescue teams to 

the crash site, but about six days after the accident, 11 police and  

rescue experts were dropped at the summit by helicopter to begin 

clearing snow from the wreckage. 

  The Wanganui Tramping Club has visited the three air force plane 

crash sites in recent years - that of the Airspeed Oxford, Avro Anson 

and the Venturer. 
 

 

HILLARY STEP DOWN-SIZED 

Climbers returning from the summit of the world's tallest mountain 

say its most feared barrier, a colossal wall named for Sir Edmund Hil-

lary, is no more. The Hillary Step was a 12m vertical rock face near 

the summit of Mt Everest. It was the last and most difficult  

challenge for climbers before the summit.  

  Hillary and Tenzing Norgay were the first to conquer the step in 

1953. Hillary called it "the most formidable obstacle on the ridge." 

But climbers returning from the summit say the step is now  

unrecognisable. It no longer requires climbing equipment and is now 

a leisurely stroll through thick snow.  
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CRUISING ON THE AWA 

  
 Another Whanganui River trip beginning 30 December 2016 to 4 
January 2017 for the six day event departing Cherry Grove,  
Taumarunui, ending Pipiriki. If a four day trip suits you, 1-4 January 
from Whakahoro. Led by Esther Williams: canoes, paddles, bailers 
and barrels supplied. You only need to bring personal gear. List 
available. Please book early. 
 Total cost for adult $350 for 6 days, $275 for 4 days approx. Young 
person $280 for 6 days, $205 for 4 days approx. 

Limericks 

When you're out with bold Barry Hopper 

You'll hardly ever come a cropper 

He covers much ground 

Your boots they will pound 

This is true -- it's no whopper 

 

On our tramps we get the good goss 

From a newly-retired city hall boss 

When he produces end-of-trip lollies 

See how it pulls the dollies 

And they line up to thank Kevin Ross 

 

Our Cherry is prone to say 

Do you really think this is the way? 

Looks like a track over there 

Made by man, pig or deer 

             But to take it may stuff up our day 
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Outdoors News 

Government funding for cycle trail extension  
 The $2 million to extend the Mountains to Sea Cycle Trail from 
Turoa to Ohakune announced by Government is set to give the 
Ruapehu visitor industry a massive boost. The proposed new trail 
will be partially funded through the National Cycleway Fund. Prime 
Minister John Key said it will be up to 20km long and link with the 
existing Mountains to Sea Cycle Trail. 
  The alpine setting will make it a truly unique mountain biking 
experience and an exciting drawcard for tourists. Research shows it 
could boost the local 
economy by as much as $5.8 
million in five years, he said. 
The total cost of the 
extension is likely to be $4-5 
million, therefore the local 
community will also need to 
contribute to the cost. 
  Given the extension will 
occur in a National Park, a 
National Park Management 
Plan Change is needed. This 
will require public 
consultation and community 
support. DoC will lead that 
process on behalf of the NZ Conservation Authority,  
Mr Key said. 
 
 
Conservation initiatives 
  Air New Zealand, DoC and local iwi have announced new 
conservation initiatives on three of the country’s Great Walks -- the 
Whanganui River Journey, the Heaphy Track and Lake 
Waikaremoana. The projects are an expansion of the Air New 
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Zealand Great Walks Biodiversity Project.  
  Three new projects along the Whanganui River Journey, to be 
undertaken in conjunction with the Whitianga Papa Tupu Ora Trust, 
will focus on improving forest condition through intensified goat 
control, supporting native wildlife by establishing a network of self-
resetting traps and researching kiwi population growth. 
  On the Heaphy Track work will centre on Gouland Downs – 
expanding an existing predator control trapping network to ten times 
its current size. This network will support an array of native wildlife, 
including great spotted kiwi/roa and blue duck/whio, and could pave 
the way for a new recovery site for critically endangered takahe. Rat 
and possum control work on Waikaremoana Great Walk will help 
protect many native species including parakeet/kakariki, grey duck, 
scaup, dabchick and beech mistletoes. 
 
 
Smoother at Siberia 
  Siberia Gorge, a notoriously difficult and cold section of the 22km 
Rimutaka Rail Trail, is now much smoother. Improvements to the 
rutted and rocky downhill gorge have brought it up to the standard of 
the rest of the popular trail. The gorge has long been the most rugged 
section. Cyclists have had to dismount and carry their bikes down the 
steep and narrow track, go 
over the Cross Creek stream 
and climb up the other side's 
similar steep and narrow 
track. 
  The gorge improvement was 
part of $80,000 of work on 
the trail recently completed. 
Other remedial work included 
shaping and resurfacing the 
trail at the summit yards near 
the gorge and improving the 
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track's drainage between the yards and the trail's main tunnel. 
  The Rimutaka trail recreation area is used by more than 30,000 
walkers, runners and cyclists every year. It is also part of the 115km 
Rimutaka Cycle Trail, one of 22 Great Rides that make up the New 
Zealand Cycle Trail. 
Plan to boost kiwi 
  A plan to raise wild kiwi numbers to more than 100,000 by 2030 has 
been released by Conservation Minister Maggie Barry. The draft Kiwi 
Recovery Plan 2017-2027 sets a clear path forward for the 
conservation of our 
national bird. 
  Developed in 
collaboration with Kiwis for 
Kiwi, iwi, experts and 
NGOs, the plan has three 
high level goals: growing 
populations, maintaining 
genetic diversity and 
restoring the bird’s former 
distribution back into safe 
habitats throughout New Zealand. It focuses on growing the wild kiwi 
population and building on the work achieved under previous plans, 
rather than steadying or managing decline.  
  Wild kiwi numbers currently sit just below 70,000, with an ongoing 
decline of around two per cent a year caused mainly by predation 
from stoats and dogs. "Where kiwi are managed we can achieve a two 
per cent population growth. The challenge lies in scaling up those 
efforts and supporting them," Ms Barry says. The finalised plan will be 
released later in 2017. 
 
Hydro plan under scrutiny 
  DoC is seeking feedback on a decision to approve in principle an 
application from Westpower Ltd to construct and operate a hydro 
electric power scheme on the Waitaha River near Hari Hari on the 
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QUIZ ANSWERS 

1. 18 glaciers (in order to qualify for being a glacier, it must have an  

    area of at least one hectare) 

2. West 

3. 170m 

4. Fiordland National Park 

5. Japan 

6. Motueka 

7. Mt Hikurangi 

8. Over 14,000km -- 14,529 km to be precise  

9. Tarata (lemonwood) 

10. Hokitika 

West Coast. The proposal would be for a term of 49 years and would 
be subject to a number of special conditions. The proposal is being 
publicly notified and once this process has been completed and 
submissions taken into account, the final decision will be made.   
  The hydro scheme proposal is a run-of-river scheme. No instream 
storage (dam) is required for such a scheme. A weir and diversion 

 Spotted after a tramp. Who has two right feet? 

Answer page 29 
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PACK TALK NOVEMBER 2016 
 

Always remember that you are absolutely unique. Just like everyone 

else. -- Margaret Mead 

 

Landmarks … Margret McKinnon turned 70 in August and John 

McClintock achieves the same number in November. 

 

George Neil also clocked up an anniversary in September. It was 10 

years since his medical mishap in Egmont National Park which 

threatened to end his tramping career. But the ever resilient George 

bounced back and remains a regular Wednesday tramper. 

 

Nice try, Brian, but no cigar. Brian Doughty finished 17th in a field of 

33 for the 12 seats on Whanganui District Council, reminiscent of the 

failed attempt by another clubbie, Darrell Grace, a couple of decades 

ago.   

 

"It wasn't on my agenda" says former midwife Margret McKinnon but 

she got a thrill when she delivered her latest great grandchild. 

 

A nonstop drizzle all day at Sutherlands Bush had one guy moan about 

the track having become a stream. Jim retorted, "Shut up and get out 

your whitebait net." 

 

A small chimney fire issue turned into a big occasion for Jacky Evans. 

Firemen everywhere and lots of bootprints to clean up afterwards. Oh 

well, makes a good story, eh? 

 

Poles apart: Esther Williams left her walking pole behind at the 

morning tea stop on the Wednesday walk up Mt Thompson. The 

crossover team coming the other way was asked to watch for it. They 

didn't find it but Bruce Thomas did find half a pole, maybe half a golf 

club. 
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A new record when 37 gold carders showed up for a TT2 walk. 

Crammed into the Castlecliff bus, the noisy ride was rowdier than any 

school trip. A raucous fowlhouse of chatter and laughter, with only half 

a dozen hapless roosters. 

  

“Thursday group” is way too dull a description.  How about EAT -- 

“Earle‟s Adventure Tours”?  

  

EAT Report #1:  Katy G and her broken bone narrowly avoided a 

helicopter ride and the ignominy of one of those headlines “Elderly 

tramper rescued”. You‟re elderly if more than 15 years older than the 

journalist. Local farmer Sandy and his ute saved the day. 

  

The demands of running Earle‟s Adventure Tours obviously weighs 

heavily on the CEO‟s shoulders. He managed to leave his pack – and 

lunch, and morning tea – in the van and was obliged to beg. 

  

Andra Beck takes broken-bone second prize – tripped during a tramp 

and broke her wrist.  And, proving that calamities come in threes, John 

Hamling managed to break a shoulder bone while ski-ing. At least 

Andra and John had continued use of legs, unlike the unfortunate Katy. 

  

Mishaps really do come in threes. A BOMBS bike ride resulted in one 

puncture and two tumbles. Minor bruises were assuaged by Carolyn‟s 

morning tea shout in celebration of her gold card birthday (sprung!) 

  

Two newcomers thought they were going on a TT2 morning walk and 

did not bring lunch for their first Thursday day trip. Pukeko‟s Nest 

saved the day.  

  

Awful weather and hail began to fall.  Ray, ever the optimist, says “It‟s 

only hail – we won‟t get wet”.  

  

Just as the beekeepers are busily planting new seedlings, one tramper 

fells a small Manuka  to enhance his lunchtime view over the 

Waitotara Valley. 
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Dee Ess, relating features of Mangawhio track, mentioned there‟d been 

a boarding house here in former times. A whisper was heard from the 

back of the group, “WHAT kind of house did he say?” 

  

When Laurel Stowell pranged her car she probably didn't think any 

good could come of that. But it has -- a blooming romance with her 

bike and the joys of cycling. 

 

Cycling used to be Mark Kennedy's bag but now he's taken up 

competition walking and we note that he's already having some 

success. 

 

Irene Back really is a glass half full woman. So when a big tree fell 

from her berm in a storm and blocked her drive, she was able to tell the 

Chronicle about how "gracious" it had been in sparing her any damage. 

 

It rather focussed the mind of Wednesday trampers returning from a 

day out in Taranaki to pass not one but two prangs along the highway. 

Thank goodness we have a good supply of safe drivers. 

 

Talk about quick out of the starting blocks! When a tramper pulled out, 

Andra Beck had just 45 minutes to get to the club to join the Ruatiti 

day trip. She made it. 

 

When Graham Sutcliffe returned to the Wednesday fold after a long 

injury layoff his return was hailed by George Neil. Seems he missed 

Graham as the go-to guy when he wanted someone to rark up. The 

team soon made up for it! 

 

When a Wednesday tramper had a tumble, Graham Ellett reassured the 

group that "old trampers carried a bit of whiskey in case they were 

hurt." 

 

We didn't get a call to pull pink ragwort at Whitiau this spring because 

DoC didn't hold any sweeps there. But they are looking at a 

"partnership" arrangement at Whitiau, according to a DoC spokesman, 

which may or may not see us going out there again in future. 
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Good to see ex-clubbie John Dunphy joining the Tuesday cyclists. 

The next trick is to get him out tramping again. 

 

Sad isn't it, the fading of memory. Battling through leatherwood on 

the way to Kiritaki Hut, Dee Ess had a duh! thought -- he'd 

forgotten to bring breakfast. He had to settle for half a stale date 

scone. 

 

No more winter trips on farms, please, was the request from a 

weekend leader (name withheld) after a particularly muddy outing. 

 

Brigitte Hund's gourmet meal weekend ended on a bit of a downer 

when she couldn't find her car key when the team got back to the 

yard. She reported later that at home she unpacked everything and at 

the bottom of her pack was the key – great relief. 

 

When extensive earthworks at the slip-prone Blue Bluff site on 

Otaki Gorge Road were completed in July, engineers said there was 

no guarantee slips would not happen again. How true. When the 

Wednesday group visited Otaki Forks in August, they noted on their 

return that a new small slip had fallen. Fortunately it didn't block 

our vans but the road was closed briefly later. 

 

We know Royce Johnson can turn his hand to just about anything, 

but racing a Husky dog? It's true. Ask him about it. 

 

If Royce is good with dogs, Dorothy Symes has a more unusual 

talent. When she and Sandra Rogers visited an art gallery in 

Stratford and saw the image of a cow with its tongue up its nostril, 

Dorothy said she could do that -- and demonstrated. Good one, Dot, 

now try licking your elbow! 

 

Bull‟s Eye: Strong winds transported trip leader Dee Ess‟s hat  

slap-bang into a muddy puddle. Nobody laughed. 
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The wit and wisdom of George Neil as shared on the track: "I always 

liked dancing with pregnant women. I couldn't tread on their toes." 

 

We welcome Ridgy back from Italy unscathed from the big 

earthquake there and look forward to hearing his tramping and 

cycling adventures. Other travellers include Kevin Ross to Peru (Inca 

Trail); Suzanne and Robert Lakeland to UK (Coast to Coast walk); 

John McClintock to Oz; Mike Miller to Europe; Val Wackrow to 

Borneo; Stuart and Julie Kelly to USA and Canada; Leonie Symes to 

France.  

 

Further to Kevin Ross and his Peruvian adventures, ask him to show 

you the photo of him eating a guinea pig! 

 

Driving up the Waitotara Valley, Baz Hooper spotted a farmer he 

knew moving stock. Quipped Baz: "He's ageing -- I'm not!" This was 

followed by hoots of laughter from everyone in the van. 

 

Talking of van, have you seen the new lettering on our vehicles? Very 

classy. And a turnaround from previous policy that we would not 

identify our vehicles. 

 

And guess who was at this year's Melbourne Cup? It was Dorothy, 

now a member of the O'Leary whanau and a keen supporter of Who 

Shot the Barman. 

 

Another clubbie attending a Big Event in November is John Newton 

who will be cheering on the All Blacks against Ireland while visiting 

his son in Chicago. 

 

Like all good journos, Laurel Stowell is ready to find a story 

anywhere, even in back blocks Waitotara. So when the Wednesday 

team came across an abandoned camp on a bush knob, it wasn't long 

before she had transformed the find into a story in the Chronicle. 

 

The Wednesday trip promo said "be prepared to walk in snow." So 
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who turned up in his trademark sandals, no socks? Ridgway, of course. 

Luckily for him the trip was changed and no snow was encountered. 

 

She felt it for days afterwards, but Margret McKinnon is a trouper and 

promised to return to her yoga classes. Well, many of us need a little 

help to get up the hills, don't we? 

 

With an Olympic theme for the gourmet meal, it was no surprise that a 

couple of clubbies wore medals. Margret wore a singlet with 70 on it. 

Wonder why she picked that number? The group awarded Brigitte 

Hund the gold for wearing the most layers -- six. 

 

Continuing the Olympic theme, the Wednesday group awarded a gold 

to Sue Haden for successfully "knocking off" Wharite Peak, having 

been defeated on a previous trip there. 

 

Should you be wondering, yes, the club is involved once more with the 

Whanganui Summer Programme. We will help with a trip to the 

Taranaki and Tawhai Falls in Tongariro National Park on Friday 6 

January. 

 

No prizes for guessing where Graham Sutcliffe was on the night of the 

mayoral forum. A Chronicle photo revealed a smiling Graham  

smack-bang near the front of the Concert Chamber audience. 

 

Congratulations to former club member Anne Fulcher who became the 

first recipient of the Betty Bourke Award for services to the IHC 

community in the Whanganui region. 

 

Helpful hint: Remember that the club's first aid kits don't carry any 

drugs. So BYO painkillers and other drugs on tramps. 

Who has two right feet? Answer Graham Ellett 
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Gorgeous Gals ! Modelling Ear Warmers! 
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Sutherlands Bush  

 Atene Skyline Walk 
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Old Coach Rd 

Ruapehu Crater 
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 Bikers Café stop Palmerston North 

Mt Thompson 
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Harrex Forest 

York Road 
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Condolences 

We convey our condolences to  Errol Vincent, a past member, on the death of his 

wife 

 

We apologise if we have missed any deaths 

 

TOM LUFF BOOKLET OUT SOON 

 

  The Tom Luff memorial booklet is scheduled to be launched at the 

club meeting on 1st  March 2017 at the Tramping Club meeting. 

This coincides with the 30th anniversary of the Great Stove Carry-in 

to Mangaturuturu hut, orchestrated by Tom. 

 

  The booklet, which will be in the same format as the club's 

quarterly magazine, will be packed with Tom's poems and writings 

as well as many photographs of Tom and writings about him. It will 

be a limited edition and available on order only, at $5.00.  

 

  To secure a copy contact Treasurer, Dorothy Symes at 

dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz or phone 345 7039 by 1st 

February 2017.  Payment can be made to WTC Inc, PO Box 7324 

Wanganui, or online to bank ac No 03 0791 055 7162 03. 

 

If posting out is required, please add $2.00. 

 

MEMBERS:  ‘Word of mouth’ is always a good way to get messages 

out. Please could you help by spreading the word, especially to 

those who do not receive Tramper or club emails.  

Kawana Mill  
Whanganui Regional Historic Places Trust Board invite WTC  

members to join us for a Working Bee at the Kawana Flour Mill, 

Sunday 4 December 2016. Objective: clean cottage and mill inside 

and out, shellrock paths.  Gear needed: cleaning equipment,  

wheelbarrows, shovels, weedeater. Leave town 9am.  Can you help? 

Contact Bruce ph 027 228 3642. 
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New Look Club Website 

 

Overcome your fears and put aside your impatience with your new, 

user-friendly club website. Information is now at your fingertips where 

you can always find it right when you want it. 

 

The new site is easy to navigate with links to other pages on the tool 

bar across the top of the page, just below the banner image and club 

logo, as pictured. Important information about upcoming trips and 

events is one click away, as well as past events‟ reports and articles. 

Big green buttons further down the pages also take you around the site. 

 

When you mouse over the little calendar on the right side, the name of 

the trips scheduled for that day will pop up. The months can be 

advanced with the little arrows either side of the calendar. More details 

are found on the Weekend Trips page which is clearly accessible using 

the green button below the calendar. The Weekend Trips page 

automatically updates itself every day, so the next trip is always at the 

top. See picture of the page as at 9th October. 

 

A search button on the right hand side will take you to the page where 

your search item is mentioned. Just scroll down the page to locate the 

item. There is a link to the last Tramper magazine to view as a pdf file, 

and also the three month summary card. Below that are link buttons to 

take you to the Facebook Page of the Tramping Club, where you can 

post items and view other people‟s contributions. Another three buttons 

take you to Flickr Pages where hundreds of photos are stored and 

available for downloading. 

 

Looking again across the main navigation tool bar at the top, trip 

reports (as seen in Tramper) are accessed below the link for Weekend 

Trips. There are links to Contacts, Accommodation (Possum and 

Mangaturuturu), Waitahinga Trails (with maps), History of the Club, 

and a page of Links to other useful sites and our sponsors. 

 

  www.wanganuitramper.net 
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Facebook for Whanganui Tramping Club  

 
 

2016 and the Whanganui Tramping Club Is on Facebook. 
It is awesome to see all the images go up of club trips. 
The short time the club has been on Facebook has seen 50 of our club 
members “like” our page. 

 
If you want to be able to see the club’s FB page you will need to have an 
account. 
This is a simple process and takes very little time. 
Once you have an account and “like” the club’s page, you will be up and 
running. 
 
If you don't have a Facebook account, you can create one in a few steps: 
1. Go to www.facebook.com. 

2. If you see the signup form, fill out your name, email address 
 or phone number, password, birthday and gender. If you  don't 
 see the form, click Sign Up, then fill out the form. 

3. Click Sign Up. 

Your account can be kept as private as you want it to be, so if you don’t 
want to have your phone number, address or birthday for example you 
just don’t add it.  This info is not required for a Facebook account. 

 

The page is used for communicating what the club is up to, trips coming up 
or trips folk have been on. 

Facebook is a great way to keep in touch with fellow trampers and what is 
going on in the club on a week-to-week basis. 

So sign up, or if you already have a FB account, go the club’s FB page, “like” 
it and away you go - all the latest info.       

 If you get really stuck, contact Heather, 06 347 1250 or 022 616 5670. 

 

          Happy tramping… 
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A SOCK PROBLEM 

You wake up in a pitch-black room in a tramping hut and there's no 

candle or torch handy. In your pack there are six black socks and six 

white ones, all mixed together. You want to pick out a matching 

pair. What is the smallest number of socks you can take out of the 

pack and be sure of getting a pair of the same colour? Answer below 

  

Answer to sock problem: Three -- of any three socks taken 

out of the pack, two must be the same colour. 
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TT2 Trip Reports 
 

  This will be my last report, as I have passed the baton to Carolyn 

Shingleton who has very ably filled in for me these last couple of 

months. Thanks also to Linda Norton for her input.  Thanks to all who 

have joined and continue to join our walks. All going well I’ll be able 

to join you again next year.  Kind regards,  Margaret Walford 

 

  July 7:  Met I -Site and Carolyn took them up Durie Hill via Braeburn 

Steps, Portal Street and morning tea at Kowhai Park before returning to 

the I-Site via Dublin Bridge. 

 

  July 21:  Met at Splash Centre for a wander up St Johns Hill via Bens 

Place to Virginia Lake with morning tea at the Rotunda and back down 

Parsons Street (20).  

 

  Aug 4:  In spite of wet conditions 10 hearty souls met at the I-Site for 

a walk around the bridges. Thanks to Carolyn once again for leading 

the group. 

 

  Aug 18:  It‟s on the Gold Card for a free bus ride to Castlecliff then 

back along the Riverbank Walkway to our vehicles by Trafalgar 

Square. Wow – A record number of 37!!! On a lovely sunny day.  

 

  Sep 1: Linda Norton led a group of 32 from Pauri Road into Harakeke 

Forest out to South Beach and back through the forest. Cloudy, and 

two bikes as well. 

 

  Sep 15: Fine sunny morning when Carolyn took 14 walkers up and 

around Bastia Hill and Ikitara Road zig-zag. Going in reverse this time 

and including Dublin and City bridges. 

 

  Sep 29: A fine day, with 17 out for a walk over the Railway Bridge, 

through parts of Wanganui East to Kowhai Park for a comfort stop. 

Returning to the club rooms over Dublin Street Bridge. Thanks to 

Carolyn for leading again.   
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Keep those trip reports and photos coming in 

 

 We‟ve taken a look at trip reports and have come up with some 

  guidelines: 

 Include date of tramp, destination, leader and any information you 

think may be useful 

 Be concise and avoid longwinded detail 

 Include a highlight or two (maybe an item of interest for  

  Longdrop??) 

 No need to include names of participants if more than one vanload 

 Keep reports short: a quarter-page for one day tramp is ideal 

 Please remember to send along photos you think would go well   

 

 

No email? Handwritten contributions are perfectly acceptable. We‟d like 

to see more general items too, snippets you think would be amusing and 

interesting. 

 

All contributions to    j.prier@paradise.net.nz 

 

TT2 continued 

Scribe:  Carolyn Shingleton 

 13 Oct The beautiful sunny morning brought 28 out for a walk up and around 

St John‟s Hill.  We delighted in looking at lovely spring gardens around 

Brassey Road, Lythgoe Drive and Rotokawau Estate.  Barbara Gordon invited 

us to have our morning tea in her beautiful garden, enjoyed by all. 

TRAMPING TUCKER  

BY UNCLE HAL 

Pam's lunchtime supplement 
  Fruit salad in a sealed container topped 

with a little cream or yoghurt. The cream 

will mix itself in nicely with the fruit and 

makes a super supplement to the usual 

tramper's lunch.  Borrowed from Pam 

Tarrant in club cook book 
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W.T.C. Trip Reports 

Lake Mangawhio 

Sun 17 Jul 2016 

Scribe: Dorothy Symes 

 

  Threatening weather, but 24 trampers enjoyed a great day with just some 

brief light drizzle. Basil, with his back-country Waitotara knowledge,  

encouraged me to lead this trip after visiting the lake just after the devastating 

storm of June 2015 which lowered Mangawhio Lake dramatically and  

destroyed its former serenity.  We had been advised the way through was 

passable,  and – not really knowing what to expect - decided on a cross over.  

A good decision and we had the numbers. 

   The first group parked at Kaimanuka and walked a short distance on a 

„paper road‟ not requiring landowner permission. The Kaimanuka track 

leaves Waitotara valley about 4km from Kakaho Junction. The second group 

went to the other end of the track on Lakes Road, from Ngutuwera.  At our 

end, it was gradually upwards all the way to the lake, a bit muddy in places 

but not too bad. We met the other group on the way, had a bit of a yarn and 

continued to our respective destinations.  We had lunch at the lake, still very 

different from the serenity it once displayed. Obviously over time we might 

expect it to re-establish its uniqueness and continue to be a special place to 

visit.  An interesting pause, and the lake, I‟m sure, will continue to change for 

a good while.   

  On we toddled, downhill now, coming to the site of the great ‟blowout‟ / 

collapse that caused the lake to drain to the lower level  one sees today.  

Having visited this part of the track before the 2015 storm, I noticed the  

landscape has become vast and bare looking. No pine forest – trees all cleared 

now.  The huge new culvert and earthworks have created what looks like a 

four line highway - newly completed for access to properties we had passed 

earlier. 

 

So, yes!  We had a good day, finishing at the Waitotara Store with the usual 

ice cream treat. 

 

Six Disks 

Wed 20 Jul 2016 

Scribe: Esther Williams 

 

  Forecast for 20 July: south west gales, avalanches likely in National Parks.  
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Therefore, Guide George advised the sheltered Six Disks Track in the forest 

east of Levin.  

  The Horowhenua basked in midweek sunlight, remote peaks dusted with 

snow.  After trudging over a sun soaked soggy river flat we paused for a bite 

then entered the still forest of the Tararua foothills. The DoC sign indicated 

the junction to Gable End, Waiopehu and South Ohau Huts with one  

indication only for Six Disks. An arrow pointing the other way would  

improve the information, since this track is circular. 

  A pied tit appeared to challenge and welcome us; occasional bird song:  

bellbird, grey warbler and robin. Strands of giant trees rimu and tawa  

overhead while sometimes we glimpsed pale blue fungi, like homes for 

miniscule gnomes appearing from the soil. As we ascended and descended, 

lots of human talk. Still warm and windless. 

  "It was quite taxing with the climbing. I enjoyed it immensely with lunch  

by the river." 

  The writer's once muddy Keen boots are scrubbed, awaiting Inspector 

George. 

  Trampers; Esther, Andrew, Barry H, Bruce, Cherry, David and Juliet, 

Royce, Margret, George, Margaret C. 

 

 

Rangiwahia Hut, Ruahine Range 

Wed 27 Jul 2016 

Scribe:  Graham Sutcliffe  

 

 The weather report was not good but 23 turned out for a 7.30am start. The 

track to the hut is well formed and the gradient is good which makes it a pop-

ular track for families and school parties in both summer and winter.  Leaving 

the vans at 9.30am we were all at the hut by 11.30am.   

  On the way up we experienced rain which had stopped by the time we had 

finished lunch.  The track goes through a range of vegetation types from red 

beech forest through kaikawaka and leatherwood to tussock.  On clear days 

there are views to Mt Ruapehu.   

  Those out on this day were Andra and Andy Beck, Brenda Collins, Sue  

Haden, Diane Harries, Tracey Hooper, Barry Hopper, Ken Howie, Royce 

Johnson, Juliet Kojis, Sue McBride, Margret McKinnon, George Neil,  

Suzanne Roberts, Sandra Rogers, Kevin Ross, David Scoullar, Bryan Shaw, 

Cherry Channon, Bruce Thomas, Esther Williams, and leaders Dorothy 

Symes and Graham Sutcliffe. 
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Mangamahu Meander  
Sun 31 Jul 2016 

Scribe:  Frances Gibbons 

 

  With Brenda Collins and Frances Gibbons as leaders, we were sixteen in 

total. Although we departed Wanganui under gloomy and threatening skies, 

the optimists among us pointed out that the horizon to the east was  

noticeably lighter - and indeed conditions did improve as we travelled 45km 

to Mangamahu.  

  Welcomed by Brenda at the local hall, we then walked back along the road 

adjoining the Whangaehu River - fast-flowing, high and muddy after recent 

rain - then through pine forest on a road leading up to an airstrip and  

fertiliser store. From our vantage point we could view a patchwork of light 

and shade across the landscape immediately below us and on the distant 

hills.  

  Descending via a 45 degree ridge proved tricky – mud, mud and more 

mud – but all made it safely down to the road.  We visited the local church 

(built in 1907), admiring the beautiful native-timbered interior and noticing 

two boards honouring men and women of the district who had made the 

supreme sacrifice in two world wars.   

  After lunch at the hall (with the luxury of hot water on tap for coffee, and 

flush toilets!) we wandered north, through another plantation and across 

country, making our way back along the road to the vans. My thanks to our 

drivers Dorothy and Earle, and to fellow trampers for their company on a 

day when, in spite of the Mangamahu mud, our meander was enhanced by 

reasonable weather.  

 

 

Gourmet Meal trip 
Sat-Sun 6-7 August 2016 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 

  Our annual gourmet meal trip to Egmont National Park coincided with a 

southerly blast and snow dump that blocked roads to the huts, so we turned 

our backs on the mountain and ended up at the New Plymouth Top 10.  

  A brisk walk was taken along the Coastal Walkway before settling down 

to the main event - the meal. We celebrated with an Olympic theme as a 

succession of delicious dishes were consumed. 

  On Sunday the team walked further along the Coastal Walkway, climbed 

Paritutu or explored the nearby beach, and then drove to Lucy's Gully in the 
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Kaitake Range where we completed a loop walk. Though the weekend didn't 

turn out anything like the organisers planned, everyone seemed pretty happy 

with the outcome.   

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Juliet Kojis, Andy and Andra Beck, Margret McKin-

non, Esther Williams, Brigitte Hund, Dorothy Symes, Sandra Rogers and Val 

Wackrow. 

 

 

Harrex Forest, Rangitatau West Rd, Maxwell 
Thur 11 Aug 

Scribe:  Don Gordon 

 

  Twenty-one happy trampers and a fine day. We‟d been here before – pine 

forest on fairly steep country and muddy under foot.  After an hour and a half, 

opens out on to paddocks grazing some quality bully beef. Then back in to 

forest, heading down to a known good spot for lunch. Maybe we were a bit 

slow and did not quite make it.  Fed and watered, we set off re-tracing our 

steps.  

  Shortly we were to be reduced to twenty happy trampers:  Katy went over 

and suffered what appeared to be a sprained ankle. She put on a brave face 

and made it back to the open ground. At this point it was clear she would need 
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assistance to get out. Our leader Earle convened a council of chiefs and the 

decision was made to set off the PLB.  

  So far so good. An hour passed and then Jan said she had weak cell phone 

reception. Another meeting of chiefs – decision, phone Police.  Great  

decision, and Jan became our communications centre. Out of left field 

(really!) came Sandy Henare on his tractor. Yes he could help.  Now Jan 

was tasked with sorting all this info out with the Police. The day was saved - 

no helicopter. 

  The party had split - one half returning to their van, remainder to wait for 

Sandy‟s ute.  At this point situation saved - drama over.  Not quite.  The  

return-to-van party „lost‟ a member, this communicated to us while waiting 

at Pukerimu Road.  Our intrepid leader at this point was shuttled by Sandy.  

Another meeting of chiefs plus Sandy:  Walter and Ray to retrace the steps 

of our van one party.  Meantime van one party returned to Rangitautau West 

Road and located our man. Phew! 

  The heroes in this exercise:  Sandy (suitably acknowledged), Jan, Ray, 

Walter and Earle – for stress!  The patient is recovering – fracture of the  

fibula.  Thanks to you all for your support.    

  

  

Wharite Peak 
Wed 17 Aug 2016 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 

  Oh dear, another DS trip that was meant to go over there but finished up 

over here. It's true. The promo said Egmont National Park but the reality 

was Wharite Peak. DS pleaded not guilty to wilful deception, explaining that 

snow levels ruled out the original plan. 

  As it happened the day was perfect for a wander up to Wharite Peak from 

Coppermine Creek, an enjoyable six hour there and back trip.   

  On trip: Dave Scoullar (leader), Cherry Channon, Margret McKinnon, Es-

ther Williams, Tracey Hooper, Sue Haden, Royce Johnson, Ross McBeth, 

Ridgway Lythgoe, Mike Cole, Maura Skilton, George Neil, Graham Sut-

cliffe and Katharina Scheff (German visitor). 

 

 

Ruapehu Summit in the Snow 
Sun 21 Aug 2016 

Scribe:  Diane Harries  

  After a successful snowcraft course the week before, Royce and I headed 

out again with Mike Cole to the snowy slopes of Ruapehu. A Sunday with 
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beautiful sunshine on the mountain meant that the skiers and snow boards 

were out in force, and we had to park down at car park number 9 on the 

Bruce Road. This meant we had to walk even further to get past the chalets 

before fitting crampons to our boots. Shane and his friend Niranjan, Tracey 

and Mike made up our group of six for the tramp up the snow to the summit.  

  Sometimes we followed trails and other times we worked our way straight 

up the gentler slopes, grateful for our ice axes and crampons to get traction 

on the slippery icy gradients. With the sunshine making the temperature 

pleasant, the melting ice formations resulted in many stunning photo stops. 

One huge block of ice next to a metal track marker pole had melted  

unevenly, forming a window through which we could see the snow-capped 

summit of Ngauruhoe way below us across the valley.  

  On reaching the rim of the crater, we faced a bitterly cold wind coming 

across the summit, soon avoided by dropping back down below the rim, 

where three of us soaked up the view, while the others worked around the 

rim to the highest point. Returning with tales of slippery, icy, scary  

conditions, Shane reassured us that we would not have enjoyed their  

escapade around the rim. Our climb had taken four and a half hours to the 

rim, and had been worth every tiring step of the way, but going down was 

all play, stepping and sliding in the soft snow, and only taking half the time. 

Definitely the tramp of the year for us! 

 

 

Ruatiti 
Sat 20 Aug 2016 

Scribe:  Bruce Thomas 

 

  Roadworks on the Parapara meant a detour up Field‟s Track, then back to 

Raetihi to meet the Taumarunui group at Ohura Road corner. From there it 

was a slow, interesting trip to the beginning of the Mangapurua Road where 

the lone toilet attracted an instant queue. 

  Track conditions were good, with just the odd muddy puddle. After half an 

hour we stopped for morning tea with a perfect view of Ruapehu to the east, 

arriving at the McIntyre place right on lunch time. Going further to the trig 

and the new memorial was too far for this day (next time), so after lunch we 

retraced our steps back to the van. 

  As the trip was originally going to be based around Winston and Heather 

Oliver‟s place, we called there on our way home for a quick look around 

their garden and a very welcome cuppa from Winston. The day finished 

with an interesting return journey via the River Road. 
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  It was a good day for Bruce Thomas, Helen Atkinson, Jacky Evans,  

Dorothy Symes, Andra  Beck, Barbara Gordon, Jeanette Maskery,  

Ady Gilbert, Ross McBeth, Margaret Chainey, Julie Kearse and Jeanette 

Prier, plus ten from Taumarunui. 

 

 

Dawson Falls, Wilkies Pools Plateau 

Wed 24 Aug 2016 

Scribe:  Graeme Ellett 

 

  Another early pick up at Waitotara with Bruce organising the vans and 

Cherry the second van driver.  The mountain was mostly clear, a lovely fine 

day to start with, and was a challenging sight/site for the 13 on the trip.  

With a 9:00am, start up through the Goblin Forest of old kamahi trees till we 

reached the elevated board walk leading us to Wilkies Pools, named after a 

local farmer and mountain climber - the pools formed with water gouging 

out channels in 20000 year old lava formation. 

  As we climbed higher, more hardened snow patches let us know it is still 

winter. The dotted lines of the ski tow were still showing on the 

 snow -covered mountain.  The enchanted walk down the steps lived up to 

its name and was also in very good, well maintained condition.  The pace 

was so good that Andra had a tumble resulting in a sprained thumb.  She 

was treated by Dr Mike with a small first aid kit. We were able to carry on 

to Waingongoro Hut for lunch (a nice hut, could have stayed for a week).   

  But with the weather settling in to the steady rain which had been  

predicted, we trudged back to Dawson Falls. The track was covered with 

small branches broken by the recent heavy snow storm. 

  With the rain getting heavier, an early end to a good day was a good idea, 

with a hot drink at Hawera.  Passing a car accident by Ihaia Rd junction was 

a reality check.  We realised how lucky we were to have enjoyed another 

day on the mountain and to make it home safely. 

  We were : Cherry, Esther, Andra, Val, Sue H, Rozy, Bruce, Barry H, Mike 

M, Dave, Juliet and of course, happy birthday tomorrow to George! 

 

   

Rotokare Reserve 
Sun 28 Aug 2016 

Scribe:  Dorothy Symes 

 

  This trip was planned for Rotokare Reserve, but because of the distance to 

travel  I wanted to add extra interest to the day.   Audrey Thompson (one of 
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our members who lives in Taranaki) put me in touch with Kara, a very active 

Forest and Bird member in the region.  Audrey invited us to travel with them 

to a totara forest walkway in from Eltham on the way to Rotokare where we 

enjoyed magnificent scenery over high hills all the way to Mount Ruapehu. 

What a sight, with Mt Taranaki behind us as we travelled on with our new 

Taranaki friends.  At our destination we met the F&B people and walked with 

them on the 3 km track up to the hut.   

  The hut was just amazing: obviously built on to over time and looked after 

by this very passionate group of people.  Very proud they were too, to show it 

off. The 360 degree views were a treat, just stunning with  Ruapehu one way 

and Taranaki the other. The bright, sunny and calm day was „one out of the 

box‟. We were treated to scones and home-baking for morning tea, while  

listening to Kara.  Then pleasant chat, 

including our own club‟s achievements:   

Waitahinga and Possum Lodge  

literature has since been sent on.  

  Reluctantly we made the move to  

Rotokare, with Audrey as well. She is a 

very active member and volunteer for 

the Rotokare Reserve and we learned 

more from her.  Lunch was taken  

overlooking the water before the lake 

circuit.  

   Another good day enjoyed by nine.  

Doris came too and was treated with a 

quad bike ride with Rex up to the F&B 

hut. 

 

 

Leatherwood Wandering 
Sat-Sun 3-4 September 2016 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 

  The highlight - or maybe lowlight - of our traverse of the southern Ruahine 

to Kiritaki Hut was the leatherwood grovel. The Fab Five climbed the steep 

DoC track on the end of No 1 Line in an hour and a quarter and then came 

some three and a half hours along an undulating informal track through a 

swathe of leatherwood. In all we climbed 600m and then dropped 200m. 

  There were many windfalls to clamber over or under in windy conditions 

with low visibility but eventually we spotted the orange hut in the distance, 

emerging some 400m from our destination on a nice, smooth DoC track. 
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  We had the hut to ourselves and it was a windy night but things had settled 

down by the morning and the team set off at 7.40am and arrived back at the 

van right on noon, a bit on the damp side from drizzle over the 1011m  

highest point. An interesting trip which covered some new ground for all of us.  

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Brigitte Hund, Ken Howie, Val Wackrow and Alan 

Taylor. 

 

LEATHERWOOD WARS 

by Tail End Charlie 

 

Gather round friends and I'll tell you a story 

Of the Famous Five tramping to glory. 

Into the tough leatherwood with never a care 

Always confident that they would get there. 

 

Alan's in front, showing us the way. 

Then comes Val, she can walk all through the day. 

Brigitte is good at dodging low logs 

And Ken, he's a gun at avoiding the bogs. 

Our brave leader Dave trails in the rear 

With assuring words, "I think the track's here." 

 

The hours they drag by and the hut's now in sight 

We have almost completed our leatherwood fight. 

But to think at the end of such a hard day 

Tomorrow we face going back the same  way! 

 

 

 

Manawatu Gorge 
Sun 4 Sep 2016 

Scribe:  Dorothy Symes 

 

  A favourite for our members, the Manawatu Gorge, led by Barbara Francis 

who stepped in at short notice. There were 15 passengers and one van so a 

car was necessary. But not for a crossover - can‟t cram a vanload into a car 

at the other end!  Not to be beaten, all were dropped off at the Ashhurst end 

while the drivers carried on to the Woodville end, setting off uphill to meet 

the main group.  There, the drivers about-turned and descended to the van 

with the others.   

  Earlier, the drivers had discovered another walkway, about 20 minutes 
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through bush and down to the caf  we normally visit.  Weather good with 

only an occasional slight drizzle and all enjoyed the day. 

 

 

Rangitikei Reserves 

Sat 17 Sep 2016 

Scribe: Graeme Aitken 

 

  Those on the walk: Graeme Aitken (leader), Nikki Wink; Andra and Andy 

Beck; Beverley Sinclair.  We left the clubrooms about 7.30am and arrived at 

McPherson‟s Reserve 8.15am.  Shortly after finishing this, on to Sutherland 

Turakina Reserve. Just a small amount of mud but otherwise fairly dry  

considering recent rain.  Both reserves had some windfall and there was a 

good amount of birdlife.  Next, Bruce Reserve just south of Hunterville.  At 

the entrance you could see where State Highway 1 was.  During this time 

there was light rain but we were mostly sheltered.  This is a small reserve 

which only took up to 30 minutes.    Our last reserve was Pryce‟s Rahui  

Reserve, somewhere new for us.  Have often seen the sign so thought it 

would be worth a look.  This reserve had a wetlands with board walks.  

There was a good size matai tree, the base and roots providing seating for 

our lunch break.    All these reserves were in native bush and we were lucky 

with the weather considering what was forecast.  Our icecream stop was 

Marton,  back home before 3. 

 

 

Mt Thompson Otaki 
Wed  21 Sept 2016 

Scribe:  Dorothy Symes 

Leaders Graham Sutcliffe and Dorothy Symes 

  „Mount Thompson‟ is a tramp of 4½ to 5 hours, supposedly DoC-managed.  

On the south side of the track were few markers but easy to follow, mostly 

four wheel drive with some places walkable only and very muddy. Easy 

enough to negotiate through very pretty native bush despite a few foreign 

botanical species there. To get to the start of this end of the track we turned 

left at Waitohu Road, the second turnoff north of Otaki. We continued east 

past Ringawhati Road, around to the right, then left into a quarry entrance. 

Access through the quarry continues for a short distance over private farm-

land, requiring permission and any parking direction for the day.  We were 

on a weekday when the quarry was working;  it‟s important to consider the-

se details when planning. 

  The trip was not too familiar as a club trip hadn‟t been taken there for some 
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time.  Roger Kealey had explored earlier in the year and was able to lead the 

group from the north entrance. Intrigued trampers, numbers filling two vans, 

was just perfect for the crossover we hoped for.  We didn‟t quite meet for 

lunch - a little uncertainty about which grassy point was the spot for lunch. 

So both groups were waiting and waiting and finally the northerners moved 

on, finding the southerners, all lunched up and basking in the sun. So here at 

the „cross over‟ a natter and some banter, then downwards for both groups 

on opposing sides of the „mount‟.  As well to know there is no cell phone 

coverage up there. 

  So now, the southern group continued down on the northern side, and ten 

minutes to arrival at the other lunch spot - actually Mt Thompson - where 

we enjoyed magnificent views up and down the Kapiti Coast. We continued 

down through quite different landscapes, on forestry tracks where trees had 

been felled some time ago.  A bit tricky, keep to the right track as there are 

quite a few turnoffs. Roger told us about the woody arrows at our crossover 

point. At day‟s end we crossed a very smart new bridge over the Waikawa 

Stream, where the van was waiting. The drive out was on the Manakau road 

to SH1 and home.. 

  We had good weather, an enjoyable day for 23 club members. 
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Taranaki Weekend 

Sat - Sun 1-2 October 2016 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 

  A bit of tramping, a bit of culture, a bit of this and a bit of that -- the annual 

Taranaki Weekend was its usual eclectic self. 

  Day one the team headed to Stratford Mountain House and walked 

(almost) to Curtis Falls in gloomy weather. The track was sopping but it 

wasn't cold. Moving on to New Plymouth, we spent time at Tupare, a stately 

house and gardens complex before the customary meal and movies at the 

cinema complex. 

  Day two didn't look that flash when we joined five members of the New 

Plymouth Tramping Club. But we stuck to their game plan and began a 

tramp in Egmont National Park but were turned back by a river too high to 

cross. Returning to the van and with the weather improving rapidly, we did a 

circuit involving the Waiwhakaiho Track and Egmont Rd. On the way home 

we called at an art gallery in Stratford and heard the glockenspiel do its 

thing. At Nukumaru we admired Dalvanius' elaborate headstone to complete 

an enjoyable, many-faceted weekend. 

  On trip: Dave Scoullar, Ken Howie, Julie Kearse, Jacky Evans and Esther 

Williams. 

 

 

 

Old Coach Road 

Sun 2 Oct 2016 

Leaders: Royce Johnson and Diane Harries  scribe  

 

  Undaunted by an awful weather forecast, the group of nine Wanganui and 

two Taumarunui members tackled the Old Coach Road from the north end, 

starting at 9 am.  

  History of the cobbled coach road and the train track was given on  

interpretation panels. 

Beautiful podocarp forest, mountain cabbage trees and tree ferns shaded 

most of the trail. 

The weather improved gradually all day with sunshades and t-shirts during 

lunch at noon on the viaduct. Walked back via gully track and out to  

Marshall's Road end by 1:45pm. 

  Thanks to Peter Panton from Taumarunui for helping with the vehicle swap

-over. 
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Mangawhio Lakes 
Wed 5 October 2016 

Scribe: Dave Scoullar 

 

  Of the 25 who turned out for the trek to Mangawhio Lakes, seven 

were children aged 5 to 15 -- is this a record for a Wednesday?  It 

certainly underlines the opportunity to recruit the next generation of  

trampers by running children-friendly tramps during the school  

holidays. 

  The trip itself was pretty routine -- along the newly-refurbished road to 

the lakes, up the track to the crest and back down again through the 

 production forest. Ending a good day out with only brief showers, with 

a compulsory ice cream at Waitotara.  

 

 

 

Marton Sash and Door Tramways 
Sat 8 Oct 2016  

Scribe:  Dorothy Symes 

 

  We met Peter Panton and three members from the Taumarunui  

Tramping Club at Station Caf , National Park, our group of seven  

becoming eleven. The plan was to explore the round trip on these trails, 

which are also designated cycle trails. 

  At TTC‟s advice we drove about 2km through a wire gate, parked on a 

grassy area, and started walking through an old mill site and quarry. 

The extra info TTC provided was useful and most interesting. 

  Soon we were heading up what was pretty much the only hill, where 

we could look back at our start point.  From the top we continued 

through native bush, eventually coming to a Y section in the track. We 

took the right arm and continued down the western side of the loop to 

the metal road off Erua Road at the end.  This part of the track is most 

interesting, with evidence of sleepers from the logging tracks that in 

former times transported the logs. The walk itself is very pleasant, with 

several interpretation notices conveying the logging history, which  

included a significant tragedy. Among numerous points of industry 

were remnants of machinery just off the track, possibly the means of 

moving the logs for milling.  

  Getting to Cuff Road, we took a left and walked approximately 2km 

down to Erua Road, then a km or so before veering off a well marked 
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downhill on logging tracks.  This followed Waimarino Stream, with views 

to the south over swamplands and National Park. 

  At the bridge near SH1 we had our lunch before locating the track back 

into the loop. No one had done this section before, so it was „a bit of an 

explore‟. Most pleasant, flat all the way as we followed the main trunk 

railway through tall pine forest and an old dilapidated hut. A further 2 km 

to our vehicles, where we changed and made for the caf  for a lovely hot 

drink and cookie. 

   The walk itself is 17 km, easy going and taking just on five hours. An 

overcast day, so no magnificent mountain views. Nevertheless a great day 

was the verdict as we farewelled our Taumarunui chums. 

  On the tramp: Peter Panton and three TTC members, Andra, Brigitte, Jill, 

Marilyn, Reti , Linda and Dorothy (leader). 

  
 

York Road, Taranaki  

Wed 12 Oct 2016 

Scribe: Sandra Rogers 

  Twenty-four headed for York Road at the foot of Mt Taranaki, a pleasant 

and easy three-hour walk through bush, with a river and streams. This area 

was the quarry producing metal for the railway and roads in the area. 

Good information boards and relics to view along the way. 

  What was the weather like?  – well… 

It rained and rained and rained. 

The average fall was well maintained. 

And when the tracks were simply bogs, 

It started raining cats and dogs. 

After a drought of half an hour, 

We had a most refreshing shower. 

And then; most curious thing of all, 

A gentle rain began to fall. 

Next hour, but one was fairly dry, 

Save for one deluge from the sky. 

That wetted the party to the skin, 

And then at last the rain set in.   (Anon.) 

 

On the trip were Sandra R (leader), Andra B, Barry H, Bruce T, Cherry C, 

Di H, Dorothy S, Earle T, George N, Graham E, Jacky E, Jeanette P, Jill 

R, John S, Kevin R, Margret M, Ray W, Royce J, Sandy G, Shari T, Sue 

H, Sue M, Suzanne R, Margaret C. 
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Otago Rail Trail 

Anyone planning this bike ride is welcome to borrow my 90 minute DVD.  

Depicts the trail over the seasons, history, and a host of things that you might 

want to put on the must-see list.  Phone Barbara 348 9149. 

BOMBS AWAY 

The morning bike group continues to flourish, with weekly expeditions around the 

region.  Shiny new bikes are appearing, flash lycra gear too.  Sixteen are in training 

for the Alps to Ocean trail (Mt Cook-Oamaru) in February.   

 

We‟ve used the bike trailer a couple of times and more away-trips are in the  

pipeline.  Mike Cole made some 

modifications to the trailer, 

 resulting in much smoother 

 handling. We‟re very grateful, 

thank you Mike!  

 

Doug from the Bike Shed saw us 

and offered to provide a bike 

maintenance workshop.  

Expected maybe 10; fortunately 

enough supper for the 23 who 

came along.  Mysterious tech-

terms were explained, tips and 

demos – especially useful for 

those who, last time on a bike, it 

was Dad who oiled the chain and 

fixed the punctures.     

Barbara G 

 

What would she do without him? 
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From our archives… January 1965 

SANER TRAMPING? 

  Of late I have felt sorry for some members who tend to treat a 

tramping trip as something between an endurance 

test and a race to cover as much territory as 

possible in the time given. They have every right to 

this attitude and because of the wide scope of our 

mutual interest they certainly have a place in our 

activities. 

  But I wonder if they realise what they are missing. 

Surely it is better to see a little deep and true than 

to see a lot shallow and fast, distorted by the very 

fleeting manner of seeing it. I am not condemning 

those stop-watch trampers. I merely feel a little 

sorry for them as they rush along their rather lonely 

route from A to B.   

Editorial by Arthur P Bates  

 

ANNUAL CLUB ACTIVITIES CALENDAR 
 

This is a bit of a heads up on what is coming up over the next year, and not set in 

concrete. There may be new ideas and some may be skipped depending on what is 

happening. Club meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month except 

January and often  include guest speakers. 

 

DECEMBER  Christmas BBQ 

JANUARY  Check out Wanganui summer program; Twilight BBQ  

FEBRUARY  Tramper Magazine 

MARCH  Pine clearing weekend 

APRIL  Photo competition entries submitted 

MAY   Tramper Magazine: Used gear sale: Results of photo  

   competition 

JUNE    Annual General Meeting; Quiz night 

JULY    Midwinter club dinner 

AUGUST   Tramper Magazine; Gourmet dinner tramp 

SEPTEMBER   Club T-shirts and polos offered; Potluck dinner and social 

OCTOBER   Taranaki weekend; Trip leader training and refresher 

NOVEMBER  Tramper Magazine New members night 

 

Possibilities: Dutch Auction 
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The Trip Leader’s Responsibilities 

Select the tramp you are going to lead.  If you don’t feel confident 
navigating the route, make sure well in advance there is someone who 
knows the way, to act as navigator.  You are still the leader.  Do a 
reconnaissance trip if necessary.  Obtain permission well in advance if you 
are crossing private property. 
 
Provide details of location and grading of tramp to the listed co-ordinators. 
 
Be sure those in your party are capable of doing the trip. 
 
Occasionally a newcomer will approach a trip leader directly.  Prospective 
members are offered one or two try-out tramps.  Ensure they are properly 
equipped, assess fitness levels beforehand, and obtain their contact details 
for the club’s new members contact. 
 
Inform members of your party of any special needs, the starting time, 
whether trampers need anything extra.  For overnight trips organise party 
gear. 
 
Obtain a map of the area.  We have a set of maps for most of our tramps.  
 
Make out two lists of those going:  one for you and one to be left on the 
club notice board.  Email the destination, brief location and list of 
participants to the four PLB contacts.  (Help with emailing this information is 
available from the club secretary.) 
 

russelld@clear.net.nz   (Russell Donaldson) 
btwtcvaux@slingshot.co.nz  (Bruce Thomas) 
tiger2@slingshot.co.nz  (Earle Turner) 
dorothy@displayassociates.co.nz  (Dorothy Symes) 

 
Get out the van(s) at least 15 minutes before departure.  Check that the 
start mileage on the trip record corresponds to the odometer reading.   If 
you are not going to drive the van yourself, organise a volunteer driver.  
 
Collect and allocate party gear:  first aid kit, locator beacon (take two if a 
large group).  Distribute the gear fairly and sensibly. 
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Introduce new people and keep an eye on them during the day. 
 
Keep a check on the weather forecast and have a Plan B ready. 
 
Make sure everyone knows where you are going, how you are going to get 
there, and anything of interest along the way.  Maps can be helpful to do 
this.  Appoint an experienced person as Tail End Charlie and ask someone to 
write a trip report. 
 
Once in the field everybody is responsible to help the trip run smoothly and 
safely.  However the leader has overall responsibility for the group.  Make 
regular head counts, especially at places like windfalls, stream crossings 
(safety issues), farm gates, track junctions.  Everyone must stop and wait at 
any track junction. 
 
At times it may be appropriate to split the party, perhaps a slow and fast 
group.  Some might like to return to the van early, some might like to do a 
side trip.  Consider this carefully.  Is there a possibility of going off-route?  
How does the weather look?  Is there a need for communication between 
the groups?   Hand over the van keys if necessary.  Appoint a leader for each 
group and insist they do not deviate from the agreed plan.  Suggested 
minimum group number is four. 
 
Keep everyone informed. 
 
On return to the van do a final head count.   Before driving 
home, work out the trip cost from the elapsed mileage and collect the 
money. 
 
Vans MUST be refueled at the end of each trip.  Drivers must ensure the 
correct fuel is used – that is, petrol or diesel. 
 
Return the van to the compound, record the final odometer reading and 
complete the trip record.  Return club gear (first aid, locator beacon).  Report 
any vehicle issues to a member of the van committee.  Bank the money. 
 
Report to a committee member, as soon as possible, any incident/accident 
on the trip which resulted in injury or damage, or which gave rise to 
concerns over safety.  Follow up with a written report of the incident.. 
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OUT THERE DOING IT! 
 

Boots, Packs, Clothing,  

Sleeping Bags, Dried Food,  
Coleman’s, Camping Accessories. 

 

Seldom beaten on  

Written Quotations 
 

64 Carlton Avenue 

Wanganui 4500 
 

(Cnr Jackson & Alma Roads) 
 

PH: 06 348 0400      FAX: 06 348 0410 
 

EMAIL:  
wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz 

 
The Wanganui Tramping Club is very grateful for the continued 
support of our popular club magazine. Our members are urged 

to support you.  

mailto:wanganuihuntingandfishing@xtra.co.nz
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 WTC Officers 2015 – 2016  

LIFE MEMBERS: 
Neill Simpson,QSM      Dave Brockway           Iain Elliot  Dave Scoullar  
Doris Hamling  Derick Matthews Colin Watson  
FOUNDING MEMBER - Margaret McGuire 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
PRESIDENT Val Wackrow                         027 688 8801 or 06 212 0910    
VICE  PRESIDENT  Margret McKinnon  344 4868 
IMM. PAST  PRESIDENT Bruce Thomas  345 6532 
SECRETARY   Frances Gibbons  345 8952 
TREASURER and  
     COMMUNICATIONS Dorothy Symes  345 7039                  
COMMITTEE: Cherry Channon   Basil Hooper    Barbara Francis                                                
                         Mark Kennedy Dick Mitchell    Earle Turner  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
   
NEW MEMBERS  Barbara Gordon  348 9149  
TRIP PLANNERS Dave Scoullar  343 2836 
  Brian Sixtus  342 4843 
MAPS  Basil Hooper 346 5597 
EQUIPMENT / GEAR Dick Mitchell  344 4406 
FIRST AID Merilea Wainhouse  342 7664 
VEHICLES  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 
  Dick Mitchell  344 4406 
FMC/LIBRARY/PLBs/LONG TRIPS Val Wackrow  027 688 8801  
     /VAN USE:   or 06 212 0910 
WAITAHINGA TRAILS Basil Hooper 346 5597 
POSSUM LODGE  Bruce Thomas  345 6532 
MANGATURUTURU HUT Barry Francis  345 3588 
PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS  
           POST-ACTIVATION  Dorothy Symes  345 7039 

 
MAGAZINE EDITOR  Jeanette Prier  345 1651  j.prier@paradise.net.nz 
WEBSITE   Diane Harries  343 2222  d.vanillablue@gmail.com 
FACEBOOK  Heather Mackenzie  347 1250  heather_mackenzie@clear.net.nz 
   or 022  616 5670 
 
WELFARE OF CLUB MEMBERS   
Please contact Sandra Rogers if you hear of illness, hospitalisation, bereavements and  
the like. Phone 348 7630.  
  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
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 Sender: 
Wanganui Tramping Club 
P.O. Box 7234 
WANGANUI  4500 

 

Keeping warm at McKellar Lodge, Routeburn Track 


